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With the development of internet, shopping online has become an important part in our
daily life. Global B2C e-commerce turnover grew by 24.0% to reach 1,943 billion dollars
in 2014. Not only customers need to face a great amount of information while shopping
online, the companies also need to catch the information from their competitors. There
is a case which a company wanted to realize was a simple way for them to monitor the
prices of equivalent products on competitor’s website. Base on the development of the
E-commerce plat form, after analyzing the requirement of companies and customer, we
propose a frame of E-commerce website data extraction, data storage and production
matching. We build up a customized web crawler to crawl the production on E-commerce
website and extract the production detail for matching. Finally we got average 87.18%
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With the quick development of internet, people can retrieve information from the internet
much more conveniently and easier than before. But facing a vast amount of information
and unsorted resources, finding an efficient way to get the useful information has become
internet users ”number one” issue. Though search engine has provided a convenient way
for users by just type some key words simply. But after reviewing the searching result
we can find out that there will be thousands of records which may match the key words.
Which result is the answer for a persons specific requirement is a challenge for us to
handle.
On the other side, online business has become one of the biggest part of networking
event. Till the end of 2013 the output value of Business to Business (B2B) E-commerce
has come to fifteen trillion dollars. At the same time the Business to Consumer (B2C)
E-commerce grew more quickly and it output value has exceeded 1.2 trillion dollars. With
the much more frequently E-commerce activities, there are kinds of business data having
been generated. Not only consumer but also business mans are looking forward to take
advantage of these useful data.
There is a big retailer store, the Warehouse, want to acquire as much as information
and use them. The Warehouse is a large retail brand founded in New Zealand by Stephen
Tindall in 1982. As a local retail brand, it soon became a popular institution and changed
Kiwi shoppers landscape. In 2014, The Warehouse Group was set to grow the business,
with a clear strategy leading to brands of Noel Leeming, Torpedo 7 in retail market.
A large amount of retailers occupies a high proportion of the market. Therefore,
price will be an impact in attracting customers. If The Warehouse can acquire the real-
time price, it will be possible for them to show that their prices are more competitive.
Furthermore, it can put those competitors prices on its own websites can convince the
customers that it has the cheaper prices. Therefore, the warehouse wanted to realize was
a simple way for them to monitor the prices of equivalent products on competitor websites.
But we can find out that the general search engines which are based on general web
crawler may unsatisfied with some special requirement by some specific user like the
Warehouse. There are still many unsatisfactory features of general search engine.
• General search engine may not understand the purpose of users so it will return a
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great amount of result that the users dont care about.
• Because of the purpose of general search engine, it will try it best to retrieve as
much web pages as it can, the efficiency of retrieve specific information will be low.
• General search engine only record data at a certain point, it cant reflect a history
of an activity, such as the price change history of a product.
To solve the weakness of the general searching engine, we propose a frame of crawling
the E-commerce websites , extracting the information and classifying them to store in
database for future analyzing. According to provide organized data, we hope to help the
company be more competitive.
1.2 Research Problem
From the case, these two following questions need to be handled.
First, each company has its unique Enterprise Resource Planning(ERP) to manage
their business activities, including product planning, manufacturing or service delivery,
marketing and sales, inventory management, shipping and payment[33]. Product man-
agement as a major part of business process, each store use different way to record and
describe a product. For example. Both the Warehouse and Farmers sales Lego Classic
Bricks. Not only name, the description and SKU is also different. In the warehouse, the
product name is LEGO Classic Creative Bricks 10692 and the SKU is 5702015355704. In
Farmers, its name become Lego Classic Bricks and its SKU is 5995019. Their description
also are different. In this situation, matching them directly between sites is very hard.
How to match product efficiently?
After getting the competitors data. The warehouse would like to be able to show that
they are cheaper than specific competitors. What happen if we put others retail store




2.1 Review on E-commerce Website
In an E-commerce website, the seller will try to enrich the related information, including,
price, shipment, description, advertisement, to attract customers. In order to promote
sales item and improve sales, the web page of E-commerce generally have the following
features. The product is shown with the clear tree structure. A typical Ecommerce web
site may look like this, the search form and the category list show in an obvious position
and can be easily found out. The search form can help consumers retrieve what they
want to buy when they have the information of the product. The consumer can also reach
the target product page conveniently without key word by using category list. A clear
category structure can help consumer arrive at the target product detail page quickly.
The most of information of the product show on the product detail page. The product
detail page is the main channel for seller to advertising their products which will impact
the behavior of purchasing directly. All the information about this product will show on
this page. It will be the main target of the web crawler. There will be a lot of none
product page and link on the website. These pages may be imported for the E-commerce
platform website, such as contact page, policy page, but for web crawler, they are useless.
It is quite important to filter out this kind of pages.
By analyzing the character of E-commerce website, we can dig out the rule of filter
which is embedded on the website. Then, we can build a more effective web crawler.
2.2 Review on Website Crawler
2.2.1 Brief Review of Crawler
Web crawler also can be call as web robot or spyder.it is a program which can analyze
the website ,fetching the destination URL from the site HTML file and download websites
automatically and iteratively[38]. A whole process of a human being want to get infor-
mation or resource from internet start with typing a correct website address and then the
user looking for the particular information receive it or click the link to jump to another
site base on the guidance. Web crawler emulates what human do to receive information
on the internet. Generally, a crawler contains the following parts: URL storage part, it is
used to store the list of URLs which is going to be analyzed. Downloading part, it is used
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to download the website by using HTTP protocol. Website analysis part: it is used to
get the link from the html file. URL judgement part, it is used to determine whether the
link URL should be crawled in the next step[36], a complete process of crawling website
normally starts from a seed website. Based on breadth-first principle, crawler will extract
every link from the website. URL judgement part will determine the URL hasnt been
crawled before, the URL will be put them into a list and store by URL storage part. The
crawler will execute the process iteratively till the result achieves some goals which have
been setting at the beginning. Web crawler mainly uses list as its data structure. The
list is full of the URL which havent been visited. The designer of the crawler can set the
priority level of the URL that make the crawler achieve the goal faster.
2.2.2 Category of Crawler
Base on the rule and the algorithm, web crawler can be classified as the following part.
scalable web crawler This kind of web crawler mainly helps search engine to collect
data. It doesnt just focus on some specific area, it will crawl the whole internet to
extract not only web page, but also picture, audio, video or other kinds of data. This
kind of crawler pursuit the biggest number of website to visit, so generally it will be
setup on supercomputers to satisfy its crawl speed and parallel work requirement[18].
There are some weaknesses of scalable web crawler, such as there will be a lot of
irrelevant information in the result and the requirement of equipment and network
speed is too high. But this kind of crawler try it best to provide as much content for
user, it is the cornerstone of the search engine. Google Crawler is one of the most
famous typical scalable web crawler.
focused crawler Focused crawler is a kind of crawler which filter out the irrelevant URL
base on the algorithm of web site analyses, and follow the specific rule to select the
goal URL in the list for crawling[3]. In this kind of crawler, there will be a part
of analyzer which is responsible for analyzing the existing URL to guide the next
step of crawling. Unlike the scalable web crawler ,the focused crawler will provide a
more specific result , it will not try to visit the whole URL in the URL list . So the
hardware requirement will be much lower. From the characteristic of the focused
crawler, we can find out that the focused crawler needs to handle the following
problems.
The problem of how to define and describe the topic. During the process of
focused crawler crawling, there must be a topic of reference for comparison. If
the similarity reaches to a point, the crawler will put it into the URL list. So,
it is important to describe and define the topic.
The sequence of URL for crawling. Generally, the crawler will calculate the
similarity base on some algorithms and then arrange in order of the similarity.
It will help to increase efficiency and the constraint of the topic by proposing
an appropriate algorithm.
The problem of cover rate. In a real-life website, two related pages may not be
linked directly, there may be some irrelevant pages between them. So, how
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to find the related pages which are hide behind the irrelevant pages is also a
problem.
The problem of the balance between accurate and efficiency. On one side,
the more complex algorithm can help to increase the accuracy but on the other
side, it must decrease the efficiency of the crawler when it face a tremendous
amount of internet resource. It is also significant to find a point to keep the
balance between the accuracy and efficiency.
Deep web crawler Though, through scalable web crawler we can get a great number
of websites, there are still a number of sites that the crawler cant achieve. Deep
website mainly contains four parts[23]:
1. the dynamic pages which need to query the database by fill the form.
2. the pages havent been index by search engine.
3. the pages contain some content need to get permission.
4. some accessible non-website file, such as pictures, PDF files or document files.
2.2.3 Strategy of Crawler
The searching strategy of a website crawler:
Breadth first strategy(BFS) It is a kind of strategy consider the whole link of the
websites as a tree. Each link can be seen as a node of the tree. BFS gives the higher
priority to the node which is longer distance to the crawling node. This strategy
makes the crawler try to crawl as much as websites. Though it is a simple strategy,
but with the number of the visited websites grow up, it will require more hardware
resource to judge whether the next page has been visited before.
Depth first strategy(DFS) This strategy will make crawler start with seed node and
give the child node higher priority to let crawler not come back until it arrives the
end of each path. And then the crawler will go back to the recent branch to achieve
another end of the others path. While the website is nested structured, this strategy
can easily get the structure of the whole website for further analyzing. But when
the different pages link each others without following the structure, the crawler may
be trapped and cannot come back through the correct path.
Customize setting Following this strategy, the crawler will only visit the website base
on the requirement of the user. The crawler will calculate the degree of correlation
between the site on the list and the target site.
2.2.4 Recently Research about Focused Crawler
In 1998, Robert C. starts to make research on site-specific web crawler and propose a typ-
ical think of how to crawl more accurate information[35]. Soumen Chakrabarti proposed
the concept of focused crawler[3], he tried to a method of classification and distillation to
realize the process of crawling and design a frame of focused crawler which is filter out ir-
relevant pages by calculating the similarity. Diligenti M. et al tried to build context graphs
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of the pages to measure the similarity[11]. PageRank is a kind of algorithm which uses
quality of the link on the page to calculate the quality of the page itself. If a lot of useful
page link to a specific page, this page also is useful[19]. This algorithm has been applied
in Google search engine and has been optimize and improved. Soumen Chakrabarti found
out that the DOM features can help to accelerate crawling[4]. YounngSig Choi appled
Support Vector Machine (SVM)[7], Zhumin Chen applied Hierarchical Taxonomy[6], Piotr
Dziwinski applied ant colony algorithm[13], Hongyu Liu applied Hidden Markov Model
(HMM)[22] into focused crawler in order to prevent the theme-drift problems. Ontology
is good for representing a crawling topic, so the crawler based on ontology has become
new research area. The features of ontology can satisfy the requirement of a topic of ref-
erence for comparison. Ehrig M. Proposed a frame of ontology based focused crawler[24].
Maedche A. combined the documents and relational metadata with Ontology crawler to
calculate the similarity[37]. At the beginning of crawling, the reference of a topic may be
not so apropos. With the crawling process, the reference can be modified and optimized
by analyzing and astatizing the crawled data. The ontology can also be adjusted. Dong,
H. et al. propose a framework for a novel semi-supervised ontology-learning-based focused
(SOF) crawler which has capability to automatically enrich the content of ontologies by
applying SVM model[12]. Chang Su et al. present an ontology embedded algorithm to
evaluate the pages relevance to the topic. Hai-Tao Zheng et al. proposed a learnable
focused crawling framework based on ontology[41]. An ANN (artificial neural network)
was constructed using a domain-specific ontology to classify web pages. Learning from
link structure is also a direction in the research. But unlike focused crawling, it is not
necessary to provide representative topical examples, since the crawler can learn its way
into the appropriate topic Review on website extraction[34].
2.3 Review on Website Related Technology
2.3.1 HTML
Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML) is a kind of markup language use for creating
web page.HTML can making information structured by using some tags, such as title,
paragraph, and list. To a certain extent, it can also help to describe the outside of
the web page. Initially, HTML is defined by Tim Berners Lee, and then developed by
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). Finally, it became an international standard and
maintained by World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). Below is International standard an
example of HTML file.
As a markup language, HTML uses different tags to describe different document con-
tent. As a result of a different browser may support different version of HTML, Cascading
Style Sheets (CSS) was generated to provide a new way to edit websites content and ap-
pearance separately. But the information of website appearance is not the goal to crawler;
we should filter them out while crawling.
2.3.2 XML
Like HTML, Extensible Markup Language (XML) is also a kind of Markup language that
defines a set of rules for encoding documents in a format that is both human-readable
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Figure 2.1: International Standard of HTML file
Figure 2.2: HTML DOM Tree
and machine-readable (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/XML). XML is designed to pass and
carry data. It focuses on describing what kind of data does it carry and transferring the
information of data including rich documents, metadata and configuration files. HTML
specifies that all the tags are already pre-define but XML only provide a serious of rules
to define the tags. Users can generate their own tags to identify different content. That
is why XML can describe far more complex information.
2.3.3 DOM
The W3C Document Object Model (DOM) is a platform and language-neutral interface
that allows programs and scripts to dynamically access and update the content, structure,
and style of a document. In a DOM tree, every elements are nodes including HTML
attributes. Here is The HTML DOM Tree of Objects: Base on the figure above, we can
see each node except document node has it parent node. When two nodes share a same
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Regular expression (([0]2.∥4.))(6,7. $)∥
Matched (021)1234567 — (0411)123456 — (000)000000
unmatched (123)1234567 — 025123456 — 0252345678
Table 2.1: Regular Expression Matches
parent node, we can say they are brother nodes. Different nodes which have different
parents node can also be brother nodes if their parent node in the same level. DOM have
following features:
1. whole model will be stored in computer memory while editing.
2. It is easy to manipulate, such as, it supports delete, insert, modify and some other
manipulation. These feature make DOM suit for operation of manipulating the
XML or HTML file frequently.
2.3.4 Regular Expressions
Regular expression is a pattern which is built by a sequence of character to matching some
specific strings. Regular expression is made by some general characters and metacharac-
ters. The metacharacters contain some special meaning in a regular expression. Regular
expression is mainly used to complete the follow function.
1. It tests whether the string is matching some pattern, such as test a series number is
a format correct phone number or ID number. Table 2.1 is an example of a regular
expression of matching phone number. In this example, means the number must
start with number 0 and the second number is 2 or 4, the first series number must
in a bracket,means the second series number only can have six or seven numbers.
2. Find and then delete or replace the specific string.Figure 2.3 shows the meta-
characters and their description.
2.4 Web Extraction
2.4.1 Brief Review of Web Extraction
Information extraction (IE) is a task of organizing the unstructured information or semi-
structured information and making them change to a kind of structured information. The
input of IE is unstructured information or semi-structured information, the unstructured
information is a kind of data which havent been pre-define or organized, includes audio,
video, metadata, document, web page. Semi-structured data is a form of structured data
not in conformity with the formal structure of the data model which associate with a rela-
tional database or other forms of a data table, but it contains labels, other tags semantic
elements or separation of records within the hierarchy of data. Extensible Markup Lan-
guage (XML), JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) and other markup languages are kinds
of typical semi-structured data. The output of IE is structured information which each
field has a specific meaning. The structured information is easier for the further analysis.
IE system will not try to understand the whole information of the input. It only analyses
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Figure 2.3: Meta Characters
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the related part of the information and the relationship has been set at the beginning of
the system designing.
IE is quite useful for extracting specific data from a lot of documents. The internet is
a virtual document library. Sometimes, related information may be put on different pages
in the different form. It will be very helpful if we can reorganize the data which are in
unstructured form and store them as structured information.
2.4.2 The Categories of Web Extraction
There are several ways to classify IE[21]. Based on the degree of automation, IE can
be classified as manual method, semi-automatic method and automatic method. Based
on different theory, IE system can be classified as Nature language processing (NLP)
based method, wrapper based method, ontology based method, and html structure based
method. Each of above method has its advantage and weakness. Actually, an IE system
may use two or more method at the same time to get a better result.
Based on NLP method Based on NLP method can be applied in the situation of the
source document which contains a great amount of unstructured text, especially
grammatical text. This method use a NLP technic to build extraction rule. Till
now there are RAPIER[27], SRV[15], WHISK[32] and so on IE system use this
method. We will take WHISK for example to explain this kind of method.
To unstructured information, WHISK will separate the source document into some
semantically related text blocks according to the separator, such as punctuation.
Then the system will show a text block to the user each time. User will mark
the blocks which contain the content they interests. Thus, the system can analyze
the grammatical components and set the extraction rule based on the user marked
blocks.
This kind of NLP based method actually treats the web information as traditional
text information. Besides to obtain an efficient extraction rule, this method requires
massive training data.
Wrapper-based method Wrapper-based method applies machine learning technic to
create a delimiter based extraction rule according to the data sample which already
marked by users. A delimiter is a sequence of one or more characters used to
specify the boundary between separate, independent regions in plain text or other
data streams. For example, in a wrapper based IE system, the wrapper will use
the context of the goal information as a delimiter. Since a wrapper is pre-defined,
usually a wrapper can only deal with a kind of source data. To extract different
kinds of information, a wrapper based IE extraction may need to apply a series of
wrappers.
Compare with the NLP based method, wrapper based method will only apply the
delimiter to find out the location of the goal information without applying NLP to
try to understand the meaning of the source text. STALKER[28], SOFTMEALY[20],
WIEN[21] and some the other IE systems apply wrapper based method. STALKER
use embedded catalogue tree (EC tree) to represent the hierarchical relations of the
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complex source content. We will try to use STALKER as an example to explain this
kind of IE system how to work.
STALKER will apply sequential covering algorithm to analyze the sample pages
which are pre-marked by users and the page structure information which is repre-
sented by EC tree, and create the delimiter base extraction rule progressively. EC
tree is quite important in this method. It is a pattern that defined by users which is
based on the web page structure. It not only can provide the information about the
web pages structure but also store the information about the pattern and semantic.
There are three kinds of nodes in an EC tree: root node, list node and leaf node.
The root of the EC tree contains the sequence of all tokens. Each token can be
considered as a represent of a piece of text of the web page. Each child nodes will
inherit the sequence of tokes of its parent node. The extraction of goal content ac-
tually is a process of inferring the extraction rule of the EC tree itself. For example,
the STALKER starts with traversing the entire EC tree till to goal token is found.
The sequence of the tokens can be used to locate the destination of goal content.
Ontology- based method This kind of method mainly uses the source itself to realize
the extraction. BYU[14] and QUIXOTE[9] are the typical system uses this kind of
method.
In this kind of IE system, the source data usually belongs to some specific area which
contains some particular semantic element.by analyzing the semantic element, the
IE system can extract the related part. For example, a description of a computer
mainly contains some attributes of this production.
2.5 Review on production matching
2.5.1 Natural Language Processing
Natural language processing (NLP) is an interaction area of computer science, computa-
tional linguistics and artificial intelligence[8]. The NLP researchers are aiming at using
computers to understand and play with natural language. Natural language processing is
widely used in multiple areas and aspects. We will only talk about part of its researched
tasks in this paper. Natural language analysis (NLA) is one of the main branches of nat-
ural language processing[2]. Stages like tokenization, lexical analysis, syntactic analysis,
semantic analysis are run into in this brunch[37].
2.5.2 Tokenization
Tokenization is a necessary process of lexical analysis to break text into useful elements.
The elements including words, symbols, and phrases are called tokens. Tokenization is
also known as text segmentation in linguistics[17].
English Tokenization
Tokenization is a process of segmenting text into words and sentences[17]. To pre-process
text before further analyzing, segmenting text into linguistic units needs to be done.
The linguistic units include words, punctuation, numbers, alphanumerics, etc. In natural
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language processing, we call this process tokenization. Generally, English words are sep-
arated by blanks between words. However, this white space is not equal. For example,
New Zealand is known as a country. If we simply separated it into New and Zealand, both
words will direct into a very different meaning and lost its original fact. Another example
could be some individual thought like rock n roll, where n is a very special expression and
abbreviation.
Tokenization is an identification of basic units to be processed[40]. As we can see, it is
impossible to extract correct and accurate basic units clearly without a proper and basic
segregation. Only after taking these basic units for granted, we will be able to carry out
a further generation or analysis. Furthermore, in this section, a miss is as good as a mile.
We should prepare well and prevent any errors at later stages.
Chinese Tokenization
Different from English, languages like Chinese dont have a space between words. Nearly
1.2 billion people of the world speak some form of Chinese, which makes it quite important
to consider this language variety. Some common methods to deal with this kind of language
will be introduced below[29]:
Character-based segmentation Based on characters, this approach is not aimed at
words, it cares about characters. The text will be classified as characters with a label
to mark their positions. As Weiwei Sun claimed in Word-Based and Character-Based
Word Segmentation Models: Comparison and Combination, the character-based
segmentation assigning labels to the characters in a text indicating the positions
and priority of the characters. A single character, which is at the begin, middle
or end of a multi-character word. A linear model is always used to disambiguate
character. A sequence of character labels are usually defined as:










Lexicon-based segmentation [5] The lexicon-based approach involves calculating ori-
entation for a document from the semantic orientation of words or phrases in the
document (Turney 2002). In this section, we can create dictionaries of words indi-
cating the words semantic orientation. Also, the lexicon-based segmented can be
created manually. First, we need to have a list of adjectives and corresponding val-
ues to put in a dictionary. After that, for a new text, the adjectives will be extracted
with their value and scores.
2.5.3 Syntactic Analysis
Word Classes (Parts of Speech)
All words belong to categories called word classes (or parts of speech) according to the
part they play in a sentence. The Oxford dictionary[10] listed nine main word classes
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as: Noun, Verb, Adjective, Adverb, Pronoun, Preposition, Conjunction, Determiner and
Exclamation. The word classes give a significant amount of information about the word
and its neighbors. It also is used widely in informational retrieval stemming when we need
to take morphological affixes for words. It is also helpful selecting the nouns, like product
name in other words.
Parsing
Parsing is defined as a combination of recognizing inputs and assigning structure to it[1]. A
parser is applied to analyze syntactic structure of text with its components. The approach
to constructing parser is listed by UC Davis as below:
1. Represent source language by a meta-language, Context Free Grammar
2. Use algorithms to construct a recognizer that recognizes strings generated by the
grammar. Tools like YACC can be used in this step.
3. Parse strings of language using the recognizer.
Semantic analysis is analyzing the meaning of linguistic utterances[16]. In this section,
we will mainly talk about the information retrieval as a part of the semantic analysis.
To respond to users requests, information retrieval is needed to retrieve and storage of
text documents. For most of the systems of information retrieval, they tend to use an
interpretation of the compositional semantics as their bases. The common solutions of
these approaches often ignore syntactic information as below[25].
• I like what I drink.
• I drink what I like.
These two sentences mean the same in these systems. Therefore, the approaches are often
referred as a bag of words methods. The bag of words is usually consisted by all the tokens
of the text and some dictionaries we input.
2.5.4 Product Search by Semantic Web Technology
Vandic, Dam et al present their own platform XploreProducts.com for faceted product
search[39]. Their paper involved a research by semantic web technology. They mentioned
a variety of problems while searching products. The e-commerce shops use different prod-
uct names, category standards, category hierarchies, currencies, review rating scales and
review rating information. Each of the aspects will make it harder in product search. To
solve this problem, they present two main solutions.
1. Identical product recognition to aggregate information across different sources.By
product name identification, we are able to determine if two products are given
names equally. The Levenshtein distance is used here to measure the difference
between two strings. By the product name identification algorithm, they reach 91%
in precision, accuracy, recall and specificity, which presents us an example to solve
the product name issue.
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Figure 2.4: Product Name Identification
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Figure 2.5: Category Mapping Algorithm
2. Besides the product names, the category difference is also an aspect. Both the
syntactic variations and semantic variations are difficulties in this section. To deal
with this kind of issue, they put forward the category mapping algorithm. They
compare their algorithms with Park & Kim, and the result shows that the method
of Park & Kim significantly (5% significance level) outperforms our approach and
that of PROMPT with respect to precision.
2.5.5 Synthesized similarity method (SSM)
As we explained, Vandic, Dam et al successfully find algorithms to match the product
name and product category. However, to use it properly, it requires us to recode the
product name with the formula it provided and show as much as significant information
in their names, which is far harder to process real database. As far as we research,
most e-commerce websites only provide some basic information including in the name.
Therefore, we want to include as much specific information as we can in the product
name and enhance the accuracy of product name matching. For instance, besides mobile
phone name and version, we add its product dimensions, item weight, item model number
and machine type (international or local). Apparently, with a large amount of data and
specific product information, we will get a more accurate result.





Item Dimensions 2.72*3.35*4.09 inches
Maximum Aperture Range F3.5 - F5.6
Battery Type Lithium Ion
Table 2.2: Example of key-value pare
To present the product priority, we will use key-value pair to link data items[26]. A
key is the item of data, and the value is the data or its location. A simple example is as
followed: The combined similarity of product:
SynthesizedSim = α ∗ titleSim+ β ∗mKV PSim+ γ ∗ nmPerc, α+ β + γ = 1 (2.2)
There are three parts of the similarity measures: titleSim, mKVPSim, nmPerc. The
titleSim is based on Vandic, Dam s algorithms to describe the similarity of two product
name. Since the features are either described with words or numbers. The other two parts





3.1.1 The Structure of the Web Crawler
Based on the character of the E-commerce websites, we make a focused web crawler with
some optimizations and expansion of the functions in order to extract product detail from
the E-commerce website.
The web crawler we made include 4 main parts:
• URL list management part: setting the initial seed URL and judge the URL to be
crawl.
• Web page crawling part: crawl the website according to the URL list.
• Web page analyzing part: extract the specified content base on the setting.
• Web content storage part: building the database and store the analyzing result.
The entire process of the web crawler is: the URL list management part analyzes
the URL from the seed site base on BFS, try to crawl as much as URL and put them
into the URL list. After filtering out the irrelevant URL, Web page crawling part will
use BeautifulSoup[31] to parse the site, and then the web page analyzing part starts to
extract the goal content. In the end, the cleaned content will be store in database by web
content storage part.
3.1.2 The Technique of the Web Crawler
The tool which is used in this project:
Beautiful Soup is a Python library for pulling data out of HTML and XML
files. It works with parsers to provide idiomatic ways of navigating, searching,
and modifying the parse tree. Requests is a Python library can send organic,
grass-fed HTTP/1.1 requests without the need for manual labor.
3.1.3 Setting the rule for filtering URL and extract product detail.
In this project, our web site crawler is designed for specific web site in order to extract par-
ticular content, we will set a series of rules to help crawler arrive product detail page faster.
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Table 3.1: Tools of Web Crawler
Module Tool Programing Language
/Platform
URL list management part BeautifulSoup Python
Web page crawling part BeautifulSoup/ Python
regular expression/ Requests
Web page analyzing part BeautifulSoup/ Python
regular expression/ Requests
Web content storage part mysql.connector Python/MySQL
In this case, after observing a series of page of The Farmers web site, we found out that the
home page of The Farmers is http://www.farmers.co.nz. All the products are classified
into the following categories: women, men, children, toys, home, electrical, gift cards, pro-
motions, clearance. A big category page is looked like, http://www.farmers.co.nz/beauty.
Following a big category, there will be some sub-categories, for example, a product name
Panasonic 55” Full HD Smart LED TV with FreeviewPlus TH-55CS650Z, its URL is
http://www.farmers.co.nz/electrical/tv-technology/tvs-cabinets/panasonic-55-full-hd-smart-
led-tv-with-freeviewplus-th-55cs650z-6049392. Some pages which are not product pages,
such as contact page looks like this: https://www.farmers.co.nz/contactus.aspx. In a
product page (fig1), there must be some information about the product: product title,
product image, price, sales price (optional), product description, product detail bullet list.
Which means there will be the following tag in the product page: < divdata− product−
sku = ” ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ” >< /div >,< divclass = ”new − price” >< /div >,< divclass =
”product− detail − bullet− list” >< /div >
1 <div class=”span6 cms−productImagery ”
2 data−product−sku=”6049392”>
3 <h1>Panasonic 55&quot ; Fu l l HD Smart LED TV with FreeviewPlus
4 TH−55CS650Z </h1>
The HTML snippet of representing the product price
1 <div class=”new−p r i c e ”>$1 , 8 9 9 . 0 0</div>
The HTML snippet of representing the product detail
1 <div class=” product−d e t a i l −bu l l e t− l i s t ”><ul>< l i>Lace : 70\%
2 nylon , 20\% cotton , 10\% p o l y e s t e r ; L in ing : 100\%
3 p o l y e s t e r</ l i></ul></div>
So we can set some rule for crawling products detail of the Farmers website:
After apply the above rules, we can easily retrieve the specific content from the site
by the help of BeautifulSoup. BeautifulSoup can parse the website source file. By using
soup.find()function, we can easily retrieval any attribute or tag in the html file.
An HTML file which is parsed by BeautifulSoup looks like this.
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Figure 3.1: Screenshot of Farmers Website
Function Rule
Judge URL The URL must contain www.farmers.co.nz.
Get product title It is the only element of ¡h1¿ tag
Get product SKU Itisembedin < divclass = ”ish− productNumber” > tag
Get product description Itisembedin < divclass = ”product− description” > tag
Get product price Itisembedin < divclass = ”std− price” > tag
Get product image Itisembedin < aclass = ”pintertestdetail” > tag
Table 3.2: Product Detail of Farmers Website
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1 <div class=”span6 cms−productImagery ” data−product−sku=”6049392”>
2 <h1>Panasonic 55” Fu l l HD Smart LED TV with FreeviewPlus
3 TH−55CS650Z </h1>
4 <div c l a s s=” v i s i b l e −phone mobile−p r i c e ”>
5 <div c l a s s=” ish−pr iceConta iner−s a l e P r i c e
6 kor−product−sa l e−p r i c e ”data−dynamic−block−id=
7
8 ”Df6sEBaO3MgAAAFCgapmsofA” data−dynamic−block−name=” Sa l ePr i c e ”>
9 <span c l a s s=”kor−product−sa l e−pr i ce−value
10
11 i sh−pr iceConta iner−s a l e P r i c e−value ”>
12 <div c l a s s=”new−p r i c e ”>$1 ,499.00</ div>
13 <div c l a s s=” old−p r i c e ”>$2 ,699.00</ div><div c l a s s=”save−p r i c e ”>
14
15 You save $1200 .00</ div>
16 </span>
17 </div>
18 <div c l a s s=” ish−pr iceConta iner−s c a l e P r i c e ”>
19 <span></span>
20 </div><div c l a s s=” c l e a r f i x row−f l u i d ”><div c l a s s=”span12”>







1 de f get soup ( u r l ) :
2 u r l=s t r ( u r l . s p l i t ( ) [ 0 ] )
3 re sponse = r e q u e s t s . get ( u r l )
4 soup = Beaut i fu lSoup ( re sponse . content , ”html . pa r s e r ” )
5 re turn soup
6 de f g e t d e s c r i p t i o n ( u r l ) :
7 t ry :
8 soup=get soup ( u r l )
9 i f soup . f i n d ( ’ div ’ , c l a s s =’product−d e s c r i p t i o n ’ ) :
10 f o r i in soup . f i n d ( ’ div ’ , c l a s s =’product−d e s c r i p t i o n ’ ) :
11 i . s t r i n g
12 re turn i
13 e l s e :
14 re turn None
15 except :
16 pr i n t ( ”Unexpected e r r o r :{} ” . format ( sys . e x c i n f o ( ) [ 0 ] ) )
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Figure 3.2: Activity Diagram of Information Storage
The code above is the snippet of retrieving description fr om the farmers product detail
page.
3.1.4 Information Storage
After crawling the data from website, we need to store them into database for further
analysis. Here is the activity diagram of information storage.
Build Schema
We need to define the attribute for each row in the schema. Here is the code snippet of
building schema in MySQL using python.
from __future__ import print_function
import pymysql
from pymysql import ProgrammingError
try:
cnx = pymysql.connect(user=’root’,password=’***’)
except ProgrammingError as e:




DB_NAME = ’THE_FARMERS_WEBSITE ’
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TABLES = {}
TABLES[’THE_FARMERS_WEBSITE ’] = (
"CREATE TABLE ‘THE_WHOLE_WEBSITE ‘ ("
" ‘url ‘ varchar(250) NOT NULL ,"
" ‘description ‘ text(65535) ,"
" ‘price ‘ varchar(200) ,"
" ‘title ‘ varchar(250) ,"
" ‘SKU ‘ char(200) ,"
" PRIMARY KEY (‘url ‘)"
") ENGINE=InnoDB")
cnx = pymysql.connect(user=’root’,password=’***’)
cursor = cnx.cursor ()
def create_database(cursor):
try:
cursor.execute("CREATE DATABASE {} DEFAULT CHARACTER SET ’utf8’".
format(DB_NAME))
except pymysql.Error as err:




Insert Data into Database







cur = cnx.cursor ()
url_query=("SELECT url FROM ‘the_farmers_website ‘.‘ the_whole_website ‘"
"where ‘the_whole_website ‘.‘url ‘=%s")
url = queue.popleft ()
url1=(url ,)
cur.execute(url_query ,url1)










add_product = ("INSERT INTO the_whole_website"
" (url ,description ,price ,title ,SKU)"
" VALUES (%s,%s,%s,%s,%s)")
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return True
else:
print("crawl general website {} ".format(path))














On the product page, a brief description will be given for consumers to understand the
product. A product description usually includes the name of the product, the basic in-
formation and the key features that can attract consumers. Therefore, to specify and
highlight the attraction, different retailers may have different explanations in the descrip-
tion. However, for accuracy, their description will still spread the same information or
similar meaning.
description price title SKU url
The Avengers*** 27.99 Avengers Titan*** 6005021 www.farmers.co.nz/****
Create the perfect*** 59.00 Frozen Sing*** 1997996 www.thewarehouse.co.nz/***
Table 3.3: Product description of Farmers and Warehouse
As we can see in both descriptions, words like Elsa, iconic Snow Queen Dress is men-
tioned more than once. They both described the height of the figure as one of the features.
Therefore, its possible for us to find same or similar products based the description from
the online retailers. To further analyzing the information we retrieved from these e-
commerce websites, we will use natural language processing to process text by computer
systems.
3.2.1 Clean the Data
First, we need to clean the data acquiring from websites. As we can see, the title variable
of Farmers products include the package information, we will separate it into two different
columns:
3.2.2 Tokenization the document
Here, we will introduce some steps of a low level tokenization:
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Figure 3.3: Clean Data from Farmers
Figure 3.4: Clean Data from the Warehouse
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Figure 3.5: Tokenization Example
1. Segment text in sentences and words. During this step, the white spaces between
words will be replaced and the trailing quotation marks will be cut off.
2. Deal with abbreviations. In There is supposed to be a widely accepted standard of
abbreviations for linguists to use. However, we still dont have a standard like this.
The normal process of abbreviation nowadays is to maintain a dictionary of existing
abbreviations. Naturally, the dictionary of the abbreviation affects accurate of the
text being tailored. But sometimes, the same abbreviation may represent different
meaning by the words around, which needs us to pay extra attention while creating
the dictionary.
3. Deal with hyphenated words. Segmenting the hyphenated into one or two words
is always a question. Most of the hyphenated words are segmented depending on
the text. A usual process would be treating them as a single syntactic unit and
tokenized as single tokens. Another approach is tokenized the hyphenated word
separately if all the parts in it have their own meaning. For instance, 22-year-old
can be tokenized into 22, year and old since we can still understand the information
it expresses.
4. Special expressions. We sometimes will meet Date, time, URL and other special
expressions. If we are not taking right processes, these can be very confusing. A
normalization of the formal will be used in some pre-processor and transfer the entire
format into the same one.
Below is a tokenization example:
By using packages from R, we are able to tokenize the sentences into tokens. Here is
an example of Farmers product:
Florabotanica is the new fragrance from the botanical gardens of Balenciaga, inspired
by the woman who is beautiful but dangerous like many rare botanical flowers.
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Comvita Manuka Honey Active UMF 18 Lozenges Childrens Natural Lollipops
D1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
D2 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
D3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
Table 3.4: Vectors of Three Documents
”Florabotanica” ”is” ”the” ”new” ”fragrance” ”from” ”the” ”botanical” ”gardens”
”of” ”Balenciaga” ”inspired” ”by” ”the” ”woman” ”who” ”is” ”beautiful” ”but” ”dan-
gerous” ”like” ”many” ”rare” ”botanical” ”flowers”
3.2.3 Syntactic Analyses
By tokenization, we are able to get words as the foundation of language processing. Juraf-
sky and Martin compared syntax to the skeleton, which describes the relationship between
words. The way how words cluster into classes, groups with their neighbors and depend
on others in a sentence. A lot of algorithms will be introduced to deal with this knowledge.
After generating all the words from the document, a corpus of Farmers product is built.
Then, we will remove the stopwords, punctuations and stem the words. In this part, word
accurate and accuracy will be treated as the same word.
To do statistical analysis, a corpus will be built as a large and structured set of texts.
We will also apply some syntactic analysis to make sure the words are classified and
transferred properly.
3.2.4 Vector Space Model
Since we are going to find similar products on two different websites, we will build two
matrices to represent the vectors from these two websites. The rows are products number
while the columns are terms from the corpus.
In vector space model, all the documents and texts will be represented as vectors.
Each vector contains the terms that occur within the bag.
The vector for document can be described as below:
dj = (ω1,j , ω2,j , . . . , ωt,j)
The dimensions of vectors represent the terms of document. The value of each dimen-
sion corresponds to the frequency of each term.
Here is a simplified example of the vector space model. The example documents are:
• D1: Comvita Manuka Honey Active UMF 18+
• D2: Comvita Manuka Honey Lozenges
• D3: Comvita Childrens Natural Lollipops
The vectors of three documents are shown as followed: In this section, all the vectors
are combined with 0 and 1. However, in different situations, some terms are more impor-
tant than others. For example, a marketing researcher may concentrate on the brands
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Figure 3.6: Recommended TF-IDF weighting schemas
while a product developer is looking for similar products. Therefore, we need to add
weights on these terms in order to satisfy all requirements.
3.2.5 Term Weight
The method to assign term weight in the documents has two factors: term frequency
within a single document, and the distribution of terms across the whole collection.
To begin with, we can simply consider the terms occur more frequently are reflecting
more importance than those less frequently. Thus, these terms should have higher weights.
The factor here is called term frequency, which represents the frequency of a term within
the given text.
Another factor associated with term weighting will be the distribution of terms across
the dictionary as a whole. Assume we have N documents in the collection, and ni rep-
resents the number of documents term I occur. This factor is called inverse document





The combination of these two term frequency is defined as:
ωi,j = tfi,j × idfi (3.2)
Here are some common schemes of TF-IDF weighting[30]:
3.2.6 Measurement
Measuring the similarity of two texts can be converted into calculating the distance be-
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Title Number(capacity)
Clarins Relax Bath & Shower Concentrate 200ml
Clarins Tonic Bath & Shower Concentrate 200ml
Table 3.5: Description of Two Products
Using cosine similarity with TF-IDF weights:














For a more accurate result, we will combine TF-IDF weights with SSM as previously
indicated. Each document vector dj = (ω1, ω2, . . . , ωm, ωm+1, . . . , ωn, ωn+1, . . . , ωt) is split
into three parts:
ω1 − ωm: Product title information ωm+1 − ωn: Product key-value pair information
ωn+1 − ωt: Product number information
The new similarity will be:































3.2.7 Calculating Vector Similarity
Each product contains three different vectors: title, key-value pare, numbers. Since title
usually contains the most important information, we set α = 0.5, β = 0.3, γ = 0.2 The
sample distance matrix is shown as below:
Where c1 represents website 1, c2 represents website 2. In order to find similar products
quickly, we calculated all the distance between every two products previously.
3.2.8 Find Similar Product
Once typing the product number of website c1, the products from c2 with least distance
will show up.
Descriptions:
• Clarins’ concentrated cleansing treatment activates with the heat of a warm bath or
shower-releasing the soothing, aromatic virtues of Basil, Camomile and Petit Grain.
• This concentrated cleansing treatment activates with the heat of a warm bath or
shower-releasing the invigorating, aromatic virtues of Rosemary, Mint and Gerani-
um.
The distance between these two products is 2.645751.
3.2.9 Adjusting Parameters
However, the parameters of similarity affect the results. It depends on the definition of
similarity the users are looking for.
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Figure 3.7: Distances between two websites
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Group number Title Key value pair number
1 0.8 0.1 0.1
2 0.7 0.2 0.1
3 0.7 0.1 0.2
4 0.6 0.1 0.2
5 0.6 0.2 0.2
6 0.6 0.3 0.1
. . . . . . . . . . . .
36 0.1 0.8 0.1
Table 3.6: Adjusted Parameters
Name Date of Found
Website A health****.co.nz July, 2015
Website B *******health.co.nz Mar, 2014
Website C ***shop.co.nz Nov, 2015
Website D Health***.co.nz Jan, 2016
Table 3.7: Basic Information of Four Website
Our parameters groups are shown as below:
3.3 Price Comparison
To apply our product similarity algorithm, we will use two products databases as an
example to show a real-life example. However, when we look into the products databases
of Farmers and the Warehouse, we find out that only 1% products are duplicated, which
makes it hard to calculate the accuracy. For instance, since natural healthy products are
popular in New Zealand, we find four online retail websites to further explore the results.
Here is some basic information of these websites:
These are some key features about these stores:
1. They sale almost the same products. All of these stores sell more than 1000 products.
2. Although these websites are running in New Zealand, their target customers are
Chinese. The customers dont know much about their brands, which makes product
price an important impact in their purchasing behavior.
By web crawler, we extract product details from each website and build four databases
A D to do our product matching test. In this section, we will use database A as our main
searching key word. The products from other database, which is similar to the one from
database A will be shown with their similarity value. To confirm the matching accuracy,
we will check the results manually.
3.4 Price Guide Test
In order to find out the impact of putting the competitors price on the website. We choose
two online retail websites A and B to do a pilot test. Website A has been established for
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Figure 3.8: Screenshot of Website A
Figure 3.9: Screenshot of Website B
two years while website B has been released for one year. Both these two website have
their stable sales volume. These two website can be considered as a pair competitor. But
one of the important situations is these two websites belong to the same company and
most of the consumer dont know the relationship of these two websites which means we
can track the sales data convenience and all the price setting and the test will not impact
the whole sales volume of this company. We are going to put some price information of
website A on website B, and track the traffic of each website to see if customers will click
website B through the link we put. We only put the website A product prices on website
B when it is higher.
Period: June 2016 C July 2016
We randomly choose 120 products which are sold on both websites.
Figure 3.10 is the screenshot of website A. Figure 3.11 is the screenshot of website B.




4.1 The Test Environment
The software environment used in this test is:
4.2 The Result of Web Crawler
We try to crawl the Farmers and the Warehouse websites. Test time is 4 hour per round.
We run 4 rounds to confirm the web crawler run well. The result can be seen in Table 4.3
After analyzing these two data resource, we find out that only 1% products of these
two websites are duplicated. We decide to crawl four online retail websites. Deal to the
product number is not bigger than the Farmers and the Warehouse. We run the crawler
2hours per round.
4.3 The Parameter Adjustment Product Matching
We choose five different products from each websites to show all the situation which hap-
pened during the process of production matching. We choose one product t from website
A. For website B, C, D, each website has four products: the same product to product t,
different product but under the same brand with t, similar product with different brand,
none relative product.
A: Thompson’s Grape Seed 19,000 One-a-Day Tablets 120 B:
• Thompsons Grape Seed 19000 One A Day 120 Tablets
• Thompsons Astamax One A Day 30 Capsules
• Swisse Ultiboost Grape Seed 180 Tablets
CPU Intel Core i7-3620HQ @ 2.6Ghz
Memory 8G DDR3
Hard Drive 256G SSD
Network 20M optical fiber
Table 4.1: Hardware Enviroment
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Operation system Windows 10 Profesional
IDE Eclipse Mars Release (4.5.0)
Database MySQL
Program Language Python




Table 4.3: Result 1 of Web Crawler
• GO Healthy Go Magnesium Sleep
C:
• Thompson’s Grape Seed 19,000 One-A-Day
• Thompson’s Vitamin C 500mg Chewable
• Clinicians New Zealand Grape Seed 60,000mg 120 capsules
• GO Healthy Go Antibiotic Support 14 Vegecaps
D:
• Thompsons Grape Seed 19000 One-A-Day Tablets 120
• Thompsons Cholesterol Manager Tablets 120
• Good Health Grape Seed 25000 Extra Strength Antioxidant Capsules 120
• Go Healthy Celery 8000 VegeCapsules 120
We are going to search Thompson’s Grape Seed 19,000 One-a-Day Tablets 120 in
database subset B, C and D. If results show up from group1, which means the results is
correct. We will score 10. If results show up from group2, where the products are either
from the same brand or similar products, we will score 5.
If products from group 3 show up, where the products are nothing in common, we will
score 1. The final scores are:
As we can see from table 5.3.1, the two matching results are almost the same, but they






Table 4.4: Result 2 of Web Crawler
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Group number Title Key value pair number scores
1 0.8 0.1 0.1 10
2 0.7 0.2 0.1 10
3 0.7 0.1 0.2 10
4 0.6 0.1 0.2 8.3
5 0.6 0.2 0.2 8.3
6 0.6 0.3 0.1 10
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
36 0.1 0.8 0.1 4
Table 4.5: Scores of Product Matching
Figure 4.1: Plot of Matching Scores
and 60 are recognized as one word. This makes 500060 is different from 5000mg 60 in the
numeric parameters part. At this stage, we are only able to solve these format problems
manually, which will spend a lot of time. We also select 632 duplicated products in these
four websites and calculate the matching accuracy manually. All of these four websites
have a high correct accuracy. This ensures our reliability on these products.
The parameters adjustment part shows an impact of adjusting numbers. If we set title
coefficient higher than the others, all the similar products will be from the same brand
but sometimes return to different products.
The trend is not very clear, but we can still see the scores are getting lower when we
decrease the title coefficient. By adjusting parameters, the website owners are able to
decide which is more important when matching the products.
4.4 The Result of Product Matching
Since there are not enough duplicated products on the Warehouses and the Farmers web-
site. We make a product matching test for the four online retail shops.
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Shop Product title(translated) Distance
Health***.co.nz Thompsons Celery One-A-Day 5000mg 60 Capsules 1
***shop.co.nz Thompsons Celery One-A-Day 500060 Capsules 1.4324555
Table 4.6: Distance Results of Product Matching





Table 4.7: Accuracy of Matching Product
Here is one example of product matching.
Input: ”Thompson’s Celery 5000 One-a-Day Capsules 60 (item from shop *******health.co.nz)”
Output:
After calculating the whole database, we found there 632 duplicated products in these
four online shop actually. The matching accuracy reach the peak when we set the pa-
rameters areα = 0.5, β = 0.3, γ = 0.2. The matching result can be seen in the following
table.
4.5 The Result of Price Guidance Test
The test lasted a month from June 5th to July 5th. We chose two popular products:
Aptamil Milk Powder and Anchor Milk Powder. The Sales information is monitored by
the administration of two websites. Although we choose 120 products as our samples in
this test, most of the products are sold less than 20 pieces in this month or only sold
in less than five days, which makes it hard to track and compare the sales data between
website A and B. Therefore, only two products have adequate selling data, which means
these two products are sold every day and the selling amount is over twenty pieces. The
selling line graphics are shown in figure 4.2 and figure 4.3:
As we can see, there is trend that the selling amount of website B has a relationship
with website A. The Pearson correlation coefficient is calculated in table:
From the Pearson correlation coefficient, we can see the relationship between two web-
sites is tracked. However, there are more variables need to be considered. The customers
purchasing behavior is affected by multiple reasons. At this stage, we need to include
more variables to prove the websites price comparison system.
Product Pearson correlation coefficient
Aptamil 0.3273
Anchor 0.4216
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Figure 4.2: Sales of Aptamil
Figure 4.3: Sales of Anchor




5.1 Discussion about the Production Matching
In this thesis, we propose a system of crawling product detail from the internet and make
product matching to realize the product price comparison function.
Our system has following features.
1. Extract product accurately
Our web crawler can extract product detail accurately after analyzing the target
web site. It is suitable for the user who have clear goal web site.
2. The new key word can be added automatically
In this project, we not only separate the key words, but also add them into a corpus
automatically.
3. While searching the similar product, we are able to provide a range of products from
the entire database. If there are more than one product in the matching result with
the same distance, all of them will be presented.
In this thesis, we use products from both English and Chinese websites located in
New Zealand. Since these two languages are very different. First, English words are
separated by spaces and punctuations. We can easily separate the words into single
tokens. However, Chinese words are hard to segment. We can only separate them into
tokens by some common combinations and its meanings. To improve the accuracy of
Chinese tokenization, we import some existing dictionaries, which contain a lot of words
combinations and groups. Secondly, English words can be various even if they represented
the same meaning. Also, the high frequency of words like I, and, is can be disturbing.
We use some popular dictionaries of Reuters to remove stop words, to lower and stem the
words.
There are still some limitation in this project.
In our test section, due to the calculation consuming, we didnt have enough samples
to show the differences when the coefficients changed. To find a larger sample is one of the
key steps in the future research. On the other side, more attributes is helpful for analysis,
so it is necessary to extract more useful matching item attributes.
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Furthermore, our key-word matching method is running not so efficient while dealing
with a large database. Those websites with large amount of products (over 3000) need to
find a better way to reduce the calculation. Though improve the efficiency of the algorithm
may cause the reduction of the accuracy, the balance of performance and accuracy.
5.2 Discussion about the price guidance test
There are follow reason may cause the result of the test:
• A large part of the consumers of these two website are very sensitive about the price.
They put the price as the most important aspect when they choose the website to
shopping.
• One month is still too short to get rid of the impact of the website normal sales data
fluctuation.
• The website self-growth may also cause the result.
Due to the reasons above, the test can be improved in the future. First we can set a
long time monitor to avoid the sales volume normal fluctuation. Then we can try to do
the same test on more website to confirm the whether the impact is existing.
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